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5.   The installation should be done by KUTCHINA authorized service technician 
      only.

4. Intelligent Auto Clean

This product is equipped with intelligent Auto Clean Technology.

The chimney will self start the auto-clean function whenever required as per the 
usage so manual operation is not required.

The auto-clean symbol “i” will start blinking during the cleaning process. The time
period for auto-clean is 11 minutes.

The product can be used during auto-clean.

5. Light

Touch this button to turn on the LED, the glass is full open. Touch again to turn off
the LED.
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Connect the plug to power, the buzzer sounds once, all indicators lighted for 1
second. The range hood enters shutdown state. 

A. Motion Control

1. Hand waved left to right : the hood will work at low - medium - high speed,
repeat this cycle.

2. Hand waved right to left : 1st wave turn off the hood after 1 minute, 2nd wave
turn off the hood immediately.

B. Touch Control

1. Power / Delay

1) Power : Touch this button in shutdown state, hood enters standby state.
Touch again to enter shutdown state.

2) Delay : When fan is running, 1 minute delay shutdown works by touching this
button. In delay state, delay is canceled by touching this button, it is returned to
the shutdown state.
Note : Touch this button in the shutdown state for 3 seconds, motion function is
turned off. Touch again for 3 seconds, motion function is turned on.

2. Low / Medium Speed

Touch this button in working state, the motor runs at low speed, the glass is full
open. Touch again, the motor runs at medium speed, the glass remain full open.
Touch again, the motor stops running, the glass is closed.

3. High Speed

Touch this button in working state, the motor runs at high speed, the glass is full
open. Touch again, the motor stops running, the glass is closed.
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